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DARWIN TULIPS

Special Prices for Fall Delivery

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS offered to me on stock in large quantities by one of HOL¬LAND'S LARGEST TULIP GROWERS enables me to make you this attractive offer and the BULBS will be of the highest quality.

100 BULBS in 10 varieties, 10 of each, for $2.50 REGULAR PRICE $4.00 to $6.00 per 100.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

Payment in September when BULBS are delivered.

Baron de la Tonnaye, bright rose
Bartigon, fiery, clear red
Clara Butt, apple blossom
Farncombe Sanders, scarlet
Gretchen, light pink
Madame Krelage, bright pink
Massachusetts, vivid pink
Nauticus, purple rose, large

Painted Lady, white with soft blue
Pride of Harlem, brilliant scarlet salmon
Princess Elizabeth, vivid rose
Professor Rauwenhoff, cherry rose
Rev. H. Ewbank, mauve
The Sultan, black
William Copland, bright blue-lilac
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